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my problems with the 2100t are: traffic
alerts don't work, the windshield app

crashes, the app keeps crashing. i have
called navigon about the issues, but they

say it is a flaw in the skin and they are
working on a fix. if you are like me, you are
using the 2100t for navigation purposes. i

am trying to use the navigon 2100t not just
for navigation but also for traffic alerts. i

want to keep using this product for a little
while longer. i really do want the skin and
the windshield apps to work for me. i went

to the navigon website and downloaded
the file that says this skin was created for
navigon 2100t. i loaded it into a folder on
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my drive. i started navigon. it found it, and
the skin came up. i downloaded the app

that lets me upload my own skin into
navigon and i clicked on the app, and it
said that the file was not there. then i

clicked on the skin i created, and it told me
there was a problem loading the file, and

that it would try to fix the problem. i waited
for 2 minutes. i just deleted it. i then tried
to create a new skin and there is still no

skin. most of the folks posting on here are
going to stick with manual navigation but i
can't imagine any of them experiencing the
gps problem that's been posted over and

over. a simple fix. remove the factory
battery. the navigon is a dual use gps. you

can program the gps to route using the
built in map or manual. or swap the gps

after removing the battery. i do this when i
install a second gps as i'd rather not be

stuck manually setting up, and anytime i
move the unit from one vehicle to another,
i remove the factory battery (when the car
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is not in use) and replace with the new
unit. it's a relatively easy repair. it took me

only a few minutes to read through the
article. i'm already looking at getting a can

of freon to fix the problem.

Poiwarner Navigon Mn7

i ordered a navigon 2100 from shopnbc
yesterday. i had been using the navigon
pocket loox n100 with great success for

about a month. the screen is a little small
for me, and my husband. this was our first
navigon hand held. we bought two of them,

one for me, one for my husband, one for
our daughter, and one for our son and his
wife. the screen is so small on the navigon

pocket loox n100, that on one occasion,
the screen seemed to go blank (we could
not get any satellite images, but the voice
would still work), and then we could get it
back again. there were times it would go

blank again and have to be restarted. then,
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when we got home, our dog would get
anxious and start walking around, trying to
go in and out through the house and over
the back porch. we didnt know how to get
him out of the house with the gps on, so

that was what finally brought it back to life.
the voice was and is a little hard to

understand at times, but i guess its just
because the little screen is so very small. it
also has loads of stuff that we won't use, so
we will send it back to navigon, and ill get
my navigon 2100 out of the closet. earlier
this year, garmin reported that they were
looking at several suppliers, and that they

were going to take on one supplier. i
believe that supplier had something to do

with the navigon 7100, but have since
given up trying to keep up with the tech

news on it because the stuff doesnt
interest me. they have released a new

navigon fresh, but do not say what it will
address. in the end, we bought a new
garmin montana, but had to store my
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navigon 20xx. as for the navigon fresh, we
havent yet received it, and wonder if it will
address the routing problems. or, maybe i
will not even get that. we have decided to
go with one of the garmin hand helds. its
getting late in the game, but we are just

having to figure out what best to get.
5ec8ef588b
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